President’s Letter

*Charlie Andrews—Cumming, Georgia*

I am honored to be associated with an organization that promotes azaleas. It is my fortunate pleasure to follow Rick Bauer as president. Rick has all the characteristics of a good leader. He knows that we are a voluntary organization, not a business corporation or military organization. Here one must lead, not order others around.

Rick was an active society president with personality and charisma. He was full of ideas to help our organization succeed and grow. He brought the Northern Virginia Chapter’s excellent Legacy Project to the whole ASA. He helped connect us with other organizations such as the Graham County/Robbinsville, NC Native Azalea Festival. Under his watch, we introduced an Azalea 101 workshop in cooperation with the Master Gardeners organization for the public. This brought in about 70 new members to ASA. As president, Rick introduced a new logo, an updated brochure, and two extremely useful (I would almost say essential) publications to assist our chapters, *Chapter Ideas for Success and Planning and Running a Convention*.

Rick took the many challenges to our organization brought on by the COVID pandemic in stride. It was impressive to see him up close as we faced the difficulties this pandemic caused our conventions and chapters’ activities.

Rick has been active at the chapter level also. He has served as chapter vice president, newsletter editor, president, ASA director, and convention co-chair. He worked on the team that digitized *The Azalean*. He is the current president of the Northern Virginia Chapter. You see what I have to follow. Fortunately, Rick will still be close by.

During my term as president, you will hear several themes repeatedly.

First, the Azalea Society of America needs to be the place for azalea information and knowledge. We need to increase the quality and quantity of information available through our chapters and national organization. This involves chapter activities, our website, *The Azalean*, and our Azalea Research Fund. For example, the Legacy Project is a great start, yet, there are many other cultivars not necessarily in a Legacy Project that should be added to our plant database to make it more complete. More educational opportunities like Azalea 101 workshops should be organized. We need to encourage more quality articles for our journal, *The Azalean*. We will be working on opportunities like these.

Second is membership. We cannot succeed without members, and our numbers are in decline. Our chapter leaders need to actively make recruiting and retention a priority. I will assist where I can through our membership committee.

Third, we as an organization have to give our members value for their money. People join and pay dues. They do not have to. They can stop. We succeed by providing value. It is our job as chapter leaders to aggressively find ways to provide value to these people interested in azaleas. We need to discover what benefits them and make it available. It is not easy. We have different interests. We have different levels of expertise. Chapters have local and distant members. While each chapter plans its own activities and establishes its own capabilities, I want our national organization to help our chapters as much as possible in providing value.

Thank you for the opportunity to serve as your president. I love azaleas, and azalea lovers are my wonderful friends.